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1 Introduction

Estimation of doses to people exposed to ionizing radiation due to inhalation or ingestion
of radio-active materials is often based on calculations of the activity in the tissues of the
body and in excreta following a given intake. Comparison between these calculations and
laboratory measurements of the activity in excreta or in tissues of the body enables estima-
tion of the amount of radioactive material which entered the body and hence the expected
committed doses.

These calculations are based on a set of models recommended by the ICRP that describe
the paths of the radioisotope in the body and provide the equations to calculate their transfer
rates within the body and out of it.

During the last decade the ICRP made major revisions in its recommendations regarding
protection from ionizing radiation and in particular it recommended the use of new models
for estimating doses due to inhalation and ingestion of radioisotope. Among the new models
are that of the new respiratory tract (RT) presented in ICRP publication no. 66 and the
biokinetic models for various radioisotopes which have been presented in publications 56 to
71. All the new models have been developed to enable dose estimation for the general public,
including children. They are based on physiological processes in order to enable adjustment
for age, gender, and physical condition.

In a previous paper [4] we presented a new Internal Dosimetry code developed at Soreq
(InDose) to enable making assessments based on these new models. Up to now, only the
new RT model has been applied for dose estimations in generally available PC package
codes (e.g., LUDEP-2 and Genmod), while the new biokinetic models have not. Recently,
ICRP presented publication 78 [2] - which is a replacement of publication 54 - in which it
gives monitoring data recalculated with the new biokinetic models. However, the data are
only for acute or constant value chronic intakes. It employs the standard 5 /im particles in
cases of intake by inhalation.

2 The implementation of the new biokinetic models

In order to enable dose estimations using these new biokinetic models as well as the old ones,
we developed a new internal dosimetry code (InDose). The code is written in FORTRAN90
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Figure 1: Schematic structure of InDose code

and uses the ICRP-66 RT model and the ICRP-30 GI tract model as well as the new and old
biokinetic models. For each calculation, the code employs the RT and the GI tract models
along with the relevant biokinetic model, depending on the element or compound. In case
of an element or compound which has several biokinetic models, the user has an option to
indicate to the code which model to use.

The full InDose code is planed to have three parts (see fig. 1): 1) the main part presented
in [3] includes the uptake and systemic models and is used to calculate the activities in the
body tissues and excretion as a function of time for a given intake. 2) An optimization
module to automatically estimate the intake for which the calculated retention function best
fit a given set of measurements from a specific exposure case. 3) A module to calculate the
dose due to the estimated intake. Currently, the code is able to perform only it's main task
(part 1) while the other two has to be done externally using other tools. In the future we
would like to add these modules in order to provide a complete solution for the people in the
field.

The code has been written in such a way that the user is able to change any of the param-
eters of any of the models without recompiling the code. All the parameters are given in well
annotated parameter files that the user may change and the code reads during invocation. As
a default, these files contain the values listed in the relevant ICRP publications.

3 Results from the 3rd EIE-IDA

The code has been used to assess intake for scenarios provided in the 3rd European Intercom-
parison Exercise on Internal Dose Assessment (EIE-IDA), [1]. Most of these cases where
based on real data and the quality of the assessment could be evaluated only by comparing
to assessments done by other groups using other codes or methods.

Case 3 in this intercomparison is, however, synthetic. Table 1 compares our assessment,
average value of all provided assessments and the real intake for the 30 days monitoring
interval case. Three assessed values are given. One is based on urinary data alone, one on
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Assessment method

Urine data
Thyroid data
Best estimate

Total intake
True

109

InDose

211
118
118

1996 intake
True

68

InDose

159(135)
94(79)
94(79)

Average for all
participants

114
76.6
73.2

Table 1: Assessed intake for case 3 of the 3rd EEE-IDA. Comparison of assessment using
InDose, average of all participant assessments and true intake (the values in the parenthesis
are excluding the second intake that we assumed to be on 2/1/96 while it really has been on
22/12/95)

thyroid data and the last is the best estimate based on both sets of measurements. We assumed
the thyroid data to be the most accurate and took the estimation based on it alone as the best
estimate. Other participants used some averaged value. As can be seen, our assessment is in
very good agreement with the real total intake. For the 1996 intake we are about 50% higher
but that is because we assume the second intake to be on 2/1/96 while it really has been 10
days earlier. Excluding this intake, as shown in parenthesis, the 96 intake is also in good
agreement with the real intake and the average value for all participants. Figure 2 compares
the activity in urine as given by our best assessment with the data provided with the exercise
and calculations based on the true intake. Whenever we had to assume additional exposure
in order to get a fit, but did not have an indication on the probable date of intake, we used
the standard methodology of assuming a single intake at the middle of the period between
two successive measurements. Hence, we did not find the double exposure between the 9th
and 10th data points at around day 300. However, the relative activities for urine and thyroid
at 21/11/97 indicates that an exposure happened just a few days before these measurements
has been taken. We assumed it to be three days before the samples have been taken. As can
be seen we have been able to quite accurately locate the date of this exposure. The overall
agreement is also very good. In this case of multiple exposures, estimation of the intake
values was a long process of trail and error. A mathematical optimization algorithm capable
of performing the process automatically will be very useful.

4 Conclusions

The new biokinetic models proposed by ICRP, together with the new respiratory tract model,
have been implemented in a new code called InDose for internal dosimetry developed at
Soreq - NRC. The new code has been tested extensively to verify the accuracy of its results.
The verification procedure was divided into three parts: 1) verification of the implementation
of each model, 2) verification of th integrity of the whole code, and 3) usability test. The first
two parts consisted of comparing results obtained with InDose to published results for the
same cases. For example ICRP-78 monitoring data. The last part consisted of participating
in the 3rd EDB-IDA and assessing some of the scenarios provided in this exercise.

It has been found that there is very good agreement between the results of InDose and
published data. Except for one case where one of our assumptions was wrong, all our as-
sessments for the 3rd EIE-IDA where very close to the average value of all the relevant
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Figure 2: Assessment of 125I intake using monitoring data. Comparison of assessed intake,
using InDose, and true intake

assessments presented at the exercise.
InDose is already adequate for assessing intake and estimating doses due to intake of

radioisotope. The usability of the code can be improved by adding the two planed modules
which are still missing. These modules are the optimization module that would provide
automatic estimation of intake using measurements and a module to calculate doses.

In order to ease the usage of InDose by personnel with little training, an UGI (User
Graphic Interface) should be developed for InDose.
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